The Professional Leadership Program cultivates servant leadership in students at the University of North Texas through weekly meetings & connection with industry mentors. Students develop competency in soft skills like stewardship, communication, teamwork, diversity & inclusion, problem solving and ethical practice.

The program is home to students across every level of university classification and is open to all fields of study.

**7 UNIVERSITY COLLEGES REPRESENTED**

- G. Brint Ryan College of Business - 66%
- College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences - 11%
- College of Health and Public Service - 8%
- Frank W. and Sue Mayborn College of Journalism - 5%
- College of Engineering - 5%
- College of Science - 3%
- College of Information - 2%

**WIDE ARRAY OF DISCIPLINES**

- **30+ MAJORS REPRESENTED**
- **40 RYAN COLLEGE OF BUSINESS STUDENTS**

**DIVERSE PERSPECTIVES**

- **10+ LANGUAGES SPOKEN BY 17+ STUDENTS | 8 COUNTRIES REPRESENTED**

The Professional Leadership Program is proud to include students from all across the globe.